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92 Chapter 3 Structure of a Randomly Plnned Vortex System 
3.4 Conclusions 
The following conclusions may be drawn £iom the results described in the preced~ng section 
Flrst, our calculations show that weak pinnlng dsorder of strength s u l a r  to that expected 
for the pinning caused by a few percent concentration of atomic-scale defects (such os Oxy- 
gen vacancies) in high-T, superconductors leads to structures whch are very simlar to the 
structures observed in decoration experiments on "clean" samples T h s  observation lends 
strong support to the contention that the dsorder in the vortex structures found m these 
decoration experiments reflects the presence of a small concentration of atomac scale defects 
All the quahtative results obtamed in decoration experiments about the behawour of the 
translational and orientational correlatron functions are correctly reproduced in our simu- 
lations These quahtative features include a slower decay of the orientatlonal correlation 
function with separation (in companson to the decay of the tramlational correlation function 
with separation), and a faster growth of the orlentationd correlation length as the relative 
strength of the hsorder is decreased Secondly, our simulations show that a fast quench from 
a high temperature generakes metastable states wwlth higher energy, larger concentratran of 
topological defects and shorter translational and orientational correlation lengths Local en- 
ergy rmnirna with lower energy and a hgher degree of posit~onal and orientational order are 
obtamed when the system IS annealed at a temperature lower than the melting ternperature 
of the pure system T ~ M  observation resolves a controversy about the interpretat~on of the 
results of decoration and neutron scattermg experunents on high-T, superconductors FI- 
nally, our results are consistent wrth a theoretical prediction about the proportlonahty of 
the square of the translational correlatian length (measured in umts of the average lattlce 
spacmg) with the orientatlonal correhtion length measured m the same u n ~ t  Since the same 
theory also predxte that the orientational correl.ation fundion decays exponentially when- 
ever dlslocat~ons are present (an exponentid decay of the correlation funct~on is, of course, 
necessary for the defimtion of a correlation length), our results provide strong support to 
the contentlon that a "hexatic glass" phase w ~ t h  long-range or quasi-long-range orlentationd 
order does not m s t  if disorder-induced dislocations are present in the system 
We do not find any evidence for the "Bragg glass" phase predcted 1n recent theorles 
[29,30] of the structure of a randomly p~nned elastic mmfold Thls ls not su rpr~mg because 
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all the structures generated UI our slmulat~ons have dlslocat~ons, whereas the theoretical 
predlctlons of Ref [29, 301 apply to structures w~thout any topological defect Our results 
suggest that a wmker P m n g  potential must be used in order to generate energy mmme 
wlthout any d~hca t lon  It may, however, be chfficult to detect subtle effects of such weak 
&order ln numerlcd stuQe8 of small systems 
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